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TREM-1: Tremulant Controller     
 

 
Description 
The Classic Organ Works TREM-1 Electronic 
Tremulant Controller board is a stand-alone unit 
intended to cyclically drive an exhaust valve in a wind 
line. Such a valve uses a standard large pipe magnet 
and may include pneumatic assistance because of the 
high volume of air that may need to be controlled.  The 
magnet-driving output is similar to any other pipe-
magnet driver but uses four paralleled drivers to 
handle a 1-amp load. Back-emf protection diodes are 
built into the driver and a self-resetting fuse is 
included for protection against overload. 
 
 The duty cycle of the output pulses is adjustable 
between fully off and typically two-thirds fully on. 
This adjustment alters the amount of air that is 
dumped during each cycle to control the depth of the 
tremulant effect. The abruptness of the air movement is 
smoothed out by proper design of the connection 
between the air valve and the wind line. Often this 
connection is made via a length of piping which 
restricts the harmonic content of the air movement — 
in much the same manner as a car muffler. The 
effectiveness also depends upon the regulation of the 
wind supply and how large the valve is. Such features 
are in the domain of the organ builder. 
 
In a pipe organ, a tremulant does not start and stop 
instantly, it takes a few cycles to start and stop due to 
damping of its oscillations by the mass of the 
mechanism and air pressure. This effect is simulated in 
the TREM-1 by making the control voltage slowly rise 
and fall at switch-on or off to dynamically change the 
duty cycle. Also at switch-on, the output is suppressed 
for several seconds to avoid any inadvertent output 
with a slowly-rising power supply voltage. 
 
The TREM-1 is controlled by one of two inputs 
depending on the organ control system. One turns the 
Tremulant on when taken high, the other when it is 
taken low. A green LED indicates that the output drive 
is on and flashes at the rate of the tremulant. 

 

Features 
o Stand-alone unit. 
o Drives a Tremulant air-dumping valve. 
o Up to 1 Amp output. 
o Output protected by a resettable fuse. 
o Adjustable Rate control (4Hz to 12 Hz). 
o Adjustable duty cycle for Depth Control. 
o Output duty cycle varies at switch-on and off to 

simulate slow turn-on of a mechanical tremulant. 
o Output suppressed during initial power-up. 
o Output has a green LED to indicate activity. 
o Powered by the normal chamber supply, typically 

+12V.  
o Two control inputs. Either active-high (+12V On) or 

active-low (0V On). 
o Dimensions: 2.5" x 2.8" x 0.8" (W x H x D) (6.7 cm x 

7.1 cm x 2.1 cm) plus mounting spacers. 
 
Applications 
To replace cumbersome mechanical tremulants by a system 
that cyclically dumps air from a large valve in the wind line. 
Easily and independently adjustable for both Speed and 
Depth. 


